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Abstract: The model for infrared coded mask imaging systems was presented. It was composed with two
functional components, the coded mask imaging with ideal focused lenses and the imperfection of
practical lenses. The system忆 s point spread function (PSF) can then be represented by the diffraction
pattern of the mask and the PSF of the practical lenses. The imaging results with inclined plane waves
were also analyzed to achieve the variation of PSF within the view field. According to indices for mask
pattern evaluation and system忆 s PSF assessment, mask pattern we proposed based on Dammann grating
had a balanced performance for direct imaging and imaging reconstruction. Experiment shows that mask
pattern for direct imaging should have more random structures, while more periodic structures in system
with image reconstruction.
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摘 要院 针对编码掩模红外成像系统提出了一种建模方法。该模型将成像系统视为由两个功能部分

组成，一部分为编码掩模与理想聚焦透镜的理想成像，另一部分为实际透镜自身的非理想成像。据

此，系统点扩散函数可以由掩模结构的衍射模式和实际透镜的点扩散函数联合表示。此外，文中对视

场内倾斜入射平面波的成像结果进行分析，从而得到了视场内的点扩散函数的变动情况。由码型及相

应点扩散函数的指标评价结果可以看出，文中提出的基于 Dammann 阵列的码型结构对直接成像和图

像还原处理具有较为平衡的性能。实验表明，对于编码掩模直接成像系统的码型中应当具有较多的随

机性结构，而对于能够做进一步图像还原处理的系统码型中应当具有较多的周期性结构。
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0 Introduction

The application of coded mask in infrared
imaging was first discussed by both Stephen R.
Gottesman [1] and the QinetiQ Company [2]. The ideas
were based on characteristics of early coded aperture
imaging (in heavy ray and visible light), like wide
field of view (FOV) and large field of depth focus, to
help improving the quality of infrared imaging.
Gottesman proposed his design succeed with the
conventional coded aperture in heavy ray imaging [3],
which the detected images were geometric projections
of the source point light pre -coded by the mask
pattern. Therefore, the diffraction of infrared with
longer wavelength was not considered in the initial
design, but was included into his following works to
estimate systems忆 imaging resolution[4-6]. The QinetiQ
Company was inspired by compound eye systems in
biology and hence regarded the coded aperture
imaging as a system of multi鄄pinhole imaging with
recovery algorithms of image fusion. Diffraction
effects were analyzed at the beginning of their system
design stage. The diffraction led to energy dispersion
of the information, which meant there is a tradeoff
between the convenience of measurement with more
sensing cells and the algorithmic complexity for imaging
reconstruction with high quality [ 7 ] . Their following
works would be mainly focused on PSF control
( including mask pattern design [ 8 ] and microshutter
array technology[9]) and imaging reconstruction based on
PSF calibration[10-11]. Recently, the compressed sensing
is introduced into infrared imaging to achieve super鄄
resolution. The sparse sampled results on focal plane
are also affected by the diffraction of infrared through
the coding mask[12-15].

From applications mentioned above, we can see
that the study of PSF is still critical to analyze coded
mask imaging. It is essential to build a complete
model to simulate the PSF of the infrared imaging
systems composed of coded mask and lenses. A set of

criterions for PSF are also required to evaluate the mask
pattern and the image reconstruction process. In this
paper, the coded aperture infrared imaging system is
regarded as lenses with a coded mask in front of them.
The methods for infrared imaging system modeling are
analyzed and the PSF within the view field is calculated.
The PSF will then be examined in a set of criterions for
direct imaging and imaging reconstruction. The
Dammann grating is introduced into mask pattern design
to get better auto鄄correlation properties for reconstruction.
Some advises on mask design will be given according to
experiment results in conclusion.

1 Modeling for coded mask infrared
imaging systems

1.1 Wavefront coding with lenses
For longer wavelength, lights from distant objects

can be focused by lenses. System in that circumstance
can add lenses behind the mask for direct imaging (as
shown in Fig.1). As the wavelength is comparable to
the cell seize of mask, infrared light will result in
distinct diffraction effects, i.e. the diffraction pattern,
when passing through the mask. Besides, lenses,
together with diaphragms, will add imperfect phase
modulation to angular spectrum, defocusing the lights
reached onto the focal plane. Both the defocus and
diffraction effects introduce additional information and
blurring for imaging results, decreasing the resolutions
of direct imaging. Therefore, corresponding algorithms
are needed for the image reconstruction.

Fig.1 Coded aperture imaging systems with lenses

If the recorded image is represented by g (x ,y )
and the original scene by go(xo,yo), the image degradation
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can be handled by[16]:
g(x ,y )=h(x ,y )*go(xo,yo)+n(x ,y ) (1)

where * is the correlation operator. The system
function is described in h and mainly influenced by
mask diffraction and the defocus of lenses.

If the mask pattern is t(xo,yo), the light field behind
the mask can be represented by us窑t(xo,yo). If the pupil
is P ( , ) , the transmission function of lens can be
represented by:

tl( , )=P( , )窑exp -j k2f ( 2, 2)蓘 蓡 (2)

where f is the focus length and k is the wave number.
Suppose is the wavelength.

From Fresnel diffraction theory, the amplitude
distribution on the detector plane is:

Ui(x ,y )= 1
2dodi

窑exp j k
2di

(x2+y2)蓘 蓡 伊 蓦 蓦 Uo(xo,yo)窑

exp -j 2仔do
(xo +yo )蓘 蓡 伊P( , )窑exp -j 2仔di

(x +y )蓘 蓡 伊
exp j k2

1
do

+ 1
di

- 1
f蓸 蔀 ( 2, 2)蓘 蓡 伊exp j k

2do
(x2

o ,y
2
o )蓘 蓡窑

d d 窑dxodyo (3)
Suppose the distance between mask and lens is

very close, then we have:
1
do

+ 1
di

- 1
f 抑 1

do
(4)

The phase factor in the amplitude distribution is
negligible, then Ui can be rewritten in:

Ui(x ,y )= 1
2dodi

伊 蓦 { 蓦 Uo(xo,yo)

exp j k
2do

(x2
o ,y

2
o )蓘 蓡 伊exp -j 2仔do

(xo +yo )蓘 蓡 dxodyo}伊
P( , )exp j k

2do
( 2+ 2)蓘 蓡伊exp -j 2仔di

(x +y )蓘 蓡 d d (5)

Take phase factor exp -j 2仔do
(xo +yo )蓘 蓡 as the

basis of space transformation. Eq. (5) means that
original scene is transformed into Fourier domain and
back. The frequency of original scene is cut by lens忆

aperture. Introducing M= di
do

, Eq.(5) in unified coordinate

system can be represented in:

Ui(x,y)=M2 Uo
x
M , yM蓸 蔀 exp j k

2do

x
M蓸 蔀 2 , y

M蓸 蔀 2蓸 蔀蓘 蓡嗓 瑟*
F P(x,y)exp j k

2do
(x2+y2)蓘 蓡嗓 瑟 (6)

Eq.(6) shows that coded mask imaging system is
composed of two functional structures, the coded mask
imaging with ideal focused lenses and the imperfection
of practical lenses, which can be shown in Fig. 2.

(a) Practical imaging system (b) Coded mask imaging with

with mask ideal focused lenses

(c) Imperfection of practical (d) Coordinate system to analyze

lenses systems

Fig.2 Functional composition of practical coded aperture imaging

system

1.2 Imaging with normal incidence plane waves
For solely mask irradiated by plane waves with

zero incident angles, the detected image is the light
intensity distribution through the multi鄄hole mask,
which is determined by Fresnel diffraction. If the
mask is close followed by ideal focused lenses,
imaging result on the focal plane is Fraunhofer
diffraction[17]:

h1(x,y)=|F{t(xo,yo)}|2 (7)
Where h1(x,y) is the imaging result on the focal plane
for plane waves, i.e. the PSF of coded mask with
ideally focused lenses.

In practical imaging system composed of mask
and lenses close followed, the imperfection of lenses
lead to scattering and distortion on the focal plane,
which can be exactly described by the lenses忆 PSF. The
imperfection of lenses in our model can be noted as:

Zhang Ao et al: Modeling and performance analysis for masks in coded mask infrared imaging 2893
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h2(x,y)=fl(x,y) (8)
Where fl(x,y) is the lenses忆 PSF.

From Eq. (5), the system function can also be
represented by PSF composed with two functional
components:

h(x,y)=h1(x,y)*h2(x,y)=|F{t(x,y)}|2*fl(x,y) (9)
That means the intense pulsed light response to

coded mask imaging system can be expressed by the
convolution of the ideal Fraunhofer diffraction pattern
of the mask and the PSF of the practical lenses with
imperfection.
1.3 Imaging with inclined incident planewaves

As the coded mask imaging systems has a wide
view field, the system忆 s PSF varies according to the
inclined angle of the incident light. Equations acquired
above should be modified with incident factors and
, which are inclined angles to the xo axis and yo axis

shown in Fig.3. Then Eq.(9) above gives to:
h(x,y; , )=h1(xo,yo; , )*h2(x,y; , )=

|F{t(xo,yo; , )}|2*fl(x,y; , ) (10)

Fig.3 Mask diffraction with inclined plane waves

Lenses can be modeled in the simulation software
according to their optical structures and material
parameters. By varying incident angles during the
simulation, PSF within the total view field, i .e . the
fl(x,y; , ), can be achieved in the simulation outputs.

The Fraunhofer diffraction result of designed
mask pattern illuminated with plane waves can be
computed in Matlab. The diffraction result with zero
incident angles is the square of Fourier transformation
of mask pattern. But for inclined incident plane
waves, the expressions also need to be modified.

When illuminated by plane waves with angles,

the amplitude distribution on mask plane is:
Uo(xo,yo)=uo窑exp[-ik(xo窑cos +yo窑cos )] (11)

where uo is the amplitude of plane waves. The
exponential part in the expression is the additional
phase shift introduced by incident inclination, where
the optical path difference is:

驻r=-(xo窑cos +yo窑cos ) (12)
After being modulated by mask, the amplitude of

waves becomes Uo (xo,yo)窑t (xo,yo) . When arrived at
focal plane, the complex amplitude distribution can be
represented in[18]:

U( x, y)= -i
f e

ikro 蓦 Uo(xo,yo)窑t(xo,yo)伊

exp[-ik(xo窑sin x+yo窑sin y)]dxodyo (13)
Where x and y are diffraction angles.

Take Eq.(11) into Eq.(13), then we have:

U( x, y)= -i
f e

ikro 蓦 uo窑t (xo,yo)伊

exp{-ik[xo(cos +sin x)+yo(cos +sin y)]}dxodyo (14)
The exponential part indicates that amplitude

distribution on imaging plane is a Fourier
transformation projection from (xo,yo) plane to (cos +
sin x,cos +sin y)plane. According to definition of
xoOoyo and xOy coordinate systems and the relative
spatial position of the mask, the diffraction angle can
be expressed in:

sin x= x
x2+y2+f 2姨 sin y= y

x2+y2+f 2姨 (15)

Then Eq.(14) can be rewritten as:

U cos + x
x2+y2+f 2姨 ,cos + y

x2+y2+f 2姨蓸 蔀 =
-iuo
f e

ikro窑F{t(xo,yo)} (16)

Which is the amplitude distribution on imaging
plane with inclined incident plane waves. The
corresponding intensity distribution h1(xo,yo; , ) can be
expressed in:

h1(xo,yo; , )=|U(x,y; , )|2 (17)
and the intense pulsed light response h (x ,y ; , ) of
coded mask system can then be represented in:
h(x,y; , )=h1(xo,yo; , )*h2(x,y; , )=|U(x,y; , )|2*

fl(x,y; , ) (18)
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2 Effects and evaluations of masks

For coded mask imaging with a given optical
system, the mask pattern should fit for the imaging
reconstruction and processing methods. There are
varieties of mask patterns for different use, such as
MURA[19] and DFZP[20] for heavy ray imaging, Levin
pattern [21] and Zhou pattern [22 -23] for depth estimation
and deblurring, and random masks for compressive
sensing[24-27].
2.1 Analysis for mask pattern

If a coded mask system is used for direct
imaging, the optimized mask should decline the PSF's
diffusion and gather energy to PSF忆 s major lobe as
much as possible, which guarantee the focused
imaging without blur and aliasing on detector.
Experiments show that mask with random holes, like
Fig.4(a), will give out better angular resolution for a
given SNR, because the auto鄄correlation of the
diffraction pattern has smaller side lobes[4].

Applications fields of coded mask are expanded
by digital imaging restoration techniques. The aim of
using masks in imaging system with restoration is to
acquire as much information about the original scene
as possible [ 28 ] , or to get compressed information .
Information about original scene is coded when
passing through the mask, and the modulation is
controlled by the mask pattern. Diffraction effects are
also involved into the modulation result. The detected
images are no longer precisely the original scene,
because the mask changes the energy distribution of
the original information. Corresponding restoration
algorithms are needed for information retrieval and
image reconstruction with high resolution. In Levin忆 s
work[21], the proposed mask pattern, shown in Fig.4(b),
is fit for depth estimation, because it gets a high KL
divergence score and the system忆s PSF varies notably
to source point in different depth.

Mask pattern in compressive coded mask imaging
is the measurement matrix in compressive sensing
theories. It has been proved that if the measurement

matrix is a Gaussian random matrix, the sensing matrix
can meet the restricted isometry property (RIP) in all
probability and the original scene can be successfully
reconstructed [12]. Lots of works on compressive
imaging[12,26-29] are based on random mask pattern.

In our practical infrared imaging system, the lenses
are available for wavelengths centered at 8 滋m and the
focus length is 84 mm. In order to acquire high
resolution imaging and depth estimation, a new type of
mask pattern is designed based on Dammann grating.
The mask pattern, shown in Fig.4(c) as a 5伊5 Dammann
grating array, is still binary phase grating, but the
diffraction result has sharp autocorrelation peaks and the
energy is concentrated in several dots apart. It makes
energy detection easier and decreases measurement
error [30]. Besides, the peculiar diffraction pattern can be
easily recognized because it varies according to the
depth or rotation of the original scene, which helps in
image reconstruction and depth estimation.

Fig.4 Different mask patterns

2.2 Criterion for coded mask imaging system
In order to evaluate the performance of designed

mask pattern and the whole imaging systems, a set of
indices are devised based on PSF properties related to
imaging recovery. The M1 and M2 metrics are used
to describe the energy percentage within a circle of
radius r centered at main lobe and to assess the PSF
variation within field angle [31]. Both indices determine
the resolution of direct imaging. They are originally
designed for lenses assessment, but introduced here to
evaluate the PSF of the coded mask imaging system.
The M1 and M2 are defined in:

M1(r)= x , y
移h(x2+y2+r2)

x , y
移h(x+y)

(19)
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M2( )= x , y
移h(x,y; )-h(x,y; +驻 )

x , y
移h(x,y; )

(20)

where r is radius of the circle centered at the position
of the chief ray and is the incident angel of the
source point.

In procedure of high resolution reconstruction,
corresponding indices are need. If a reconstruction
involves filtering, the minimum resolution angle is
determined by the auto鄄correlation of PSF. As the imaging
system is always rolling during practical imaging stage, a
rotation auto鄄correlation index RA is defined in Eq.(21) to
assess the image resolution with rotational motion, where
is rotation angle between image frames. Considering
image depth estimation and deblurring based on Wiener
deconvolution, the KL divergence [21] and R (K) [22] are
defined for the mask selection.

RA( )=corr(h(x,y; ),h(x,y; +驻 )) (21)

3 Experiments

Considering a practical imaging system, where
the focus length of lenses is 84 mm and the
diaphragm diameter is 10.65 mm. The illuminating
wavelengths are centered at 8 滋m. The PSF of the
lenses can be acquired from lenses忆 data sheet and it忆s
shown in linear in Fig.5.

Fig.5 PSF of imaging lenses

3.1 Experimental results with masks
Experiments focus on five mask patterns: random

patterns with 200 伊200 and 1 000 伊1 000 coding
matrixes, the Levin pattern and Dammann grating

patterns in 5伊5 and 25伊25 arrays. All the masks are
designed in squares with sided length of 30 mm, and
sampled by 1 200伊1 200 matrixes in Matlab. The PSFs
of the practical imaging systems with these five masks
are shown in Fig.6.

(a) 200伊200 random (b) 1 000伊1 000 random

(c) Levin (d) 5伊5 Dammann grating array

(e) 25伊25 Dammann grating array

Fig.6 PSFs of the practical imaging systems with different masks

If illuminated by inclination incident plane waves
within the view field, the system忆 s corresponding
diffraction patterns can be acquired from Eq. (18).
Take 25伊25 Dammann grating array for example, the
results with inclination are shown in Fig.7.
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Fig.7 Diffraction results of 25*25 Dammann grating array with

inclined illumination

The M1, M2 and the rotation auto鄄relation (RA)
of each mask are shown in Fig.8.

Fig.8 M1, M2 and RA results for different mask patterns

3.2 Results analysis
From the diffraction results in Fig.5 and Fig.6

we can see that, in imaging system with a mask, the

main lobe energy of diffraction is stronger comparing
to that in system only with lenses, but the width of
main lobe is reduced relatively. Besides, the side lobe
energy is concentrated and enhanced at several points,
which are perceptible to detector. If masks are
designed with same pattern but in smaller cell size,
most of the energy will concentrated on the main lobe
and the side lobes will fade out. Comparing different
mask patterns, energy passing through random patterns
is almost concentrated near the chief ray; while with
periodic mask patterns, more energy is distributed on
the region around chief ray. If mask pattern combines
random and periodic structures, the energy distribution
will focus on several side lobes beside the main lobe.
By adjusting the combination of random and periodic
arrangement, desired diffraction pattern can be
achieved.

Figure 8 (a) shows that in system with random
mask pattern, main lobe energy is sharply focused and
the rest energy is uniformly distributed onto the whole
detector. The M1 curve for random mask, therefore, is
concave as the energy circle expands. The Levin
pattern gathers most of the energy around the main
lobe, resulting in a convex curve in M1 chart. Curves
of Dammann patterns are between these two sorts, and
they are not smooth because of the existence of
additional energy dots.

The variances of PSF with inclinations can be
analyzed from Fig.8(b). Random pattern gets a quick
descent when incident waves are inclined with small
angles, which means the PSF alters greatly around the
primary optical axis. The Levin pattern has a gentle
curve with higher amplitude, which means the
variance of PSF can be easily detected. Dammann
pattern has a balanced combination of these two sorts
of characters.

Seeing from Fig.8(c), system with random pattern
is not sensitive to rotation, while sensitive when using
Levin pattern, which is periodical and symmetric.
Dammann pattern is sensitive at several rotation angles.

There is a loss in energy if the coded mask is

Zhang Ao et al: Modeling and performance analysis for masks in coded mask infrared imaging 2897
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inserted in the optical path, because the mask is
partially occupied by blocks and the diffraction
disperses some energy under the threshold of sensing
cells. Besides, the thermal noise will be inevitability
increased due to the mask materials. Both effects will
decrease SNR detected. But the decoding process with
a prior information of mask modulation will bring
about coding gain.

4 Conclusions

This paper describes a modeling method for
infrared imaging system with coded mask placed in
front of lenses. The imaging result for plane waves is
decided by the mask pattern and the imperfection of
lenses, so the system is modeled as tow parts: mask
with ideally focused lenses and practical lenses with
imperfection. The mask part is modeled as Fraunhofer
diffraction and it will be modulated by the imperfect
lenses to achieve the total PSF of the system. The
variation of pattern is analyzed within the view field.
A set of metrics are designed according to
reconstruction methods to evaluate the PSF of whole
imaging system.

Numerical experiments show that the model
matches practical measurement. For direct imaging
system with coded mask, the mask pattern should be
close to random distribution and the cell size should
be reduced. If coded mask are used in system with
digital imaging processing, the PSF should vary with
the source position, which means there need to be
more periodic pattern in the mask and the cell size
should be increased. The Dammann grating pattern
has a balanced performance in the both requirements.

The built model allows to analyze the mask and
lenses separately and simplify calculations. The
criterions are able to assist with mask design and
evaluation of the PSF. However, there are still
limitations in our model. The thickness of coded mask
need to be considered as the cell size becomes
smaller. Besides, the aero鄄optical effects together with
thermal noise are also inevitable in practical

applications. The image resolution of infrared coded
imaging system will also be discussed in our future
studies.
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